FUTURE INDUSTRIES
HUB STUTTGART
The region surrounding Stuttgart is one of the most important business
centres in Germany. Not least with their ability to always remain
open to innovations, small and medium-sized leaders of global
markets as well as established corporations have made the city
famous around the world. The Digital Hub Stuttgart continues this
tradition and connects the start-up culture with companies from
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the region. It facilitates access to capital for founders and enables
companies to access international talent. The continued success
of industry sectors based in Stuttgart will largely depend upon the
integration of external concepts.
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Future Industries Hub Stuttgart in Numbers:

+30

Successfully
established
corporations with
partners

+30

Active partnerships of the Hub
with their own
target groups

+80

Start-ups

6

Corporates

4
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8

Scientific
institutions

5

Employees

Top Programmes & Opportunities:
1. Code_n Spaces
2,000 square meters with 26 offices,
cosy lounges and flexible workshop
areas, provide a creative platform for
people who challenge the status quo
and envision the future of their industries.
Target group: Start-ups, Corporates

2. Brand & Market Positioning
The Brand & Market Positioning Programme
helps start-ups to complete the picture,
by creating a strong brand positioning
strategy to establish the company on the
market. Some of the short- and long-term
tactics include customer events, online
promotion of your job openings, interviews
and guest features.
Target group: Start-ups

3. German Start-up Cup
Start-ups get a chance to present their technologies and innovations in short pitches,
after which they will be interviewed by a
panel of experts. After all pitches, the
audience will vote for the best start-ups.
The goal is to boost new technologies and
innovations in the industry.
Target group: Start-ups

